
Specializing In "Authoritative" Corporate Imposters,
Host-Emcee & Custom Corporate Videos

https://www.kmprod.com/harry-freedman

Bio

Introduced as a "knowledgeable authority" on any subject, Harry Freedman convinces
audiences he is an industry expert, government official, or new "consultant." Everyone is
completely fooled until they are roaring with laughter! With three decades of professional
experience, Harry carefully screens his material to make sure it is tasteful, clean, funny, and
right on the mark.  [morelink]

Topics

Customized Corporate Put-Ons

Introduced as a "knowledgeable authority" on any subject, Harry Freedman realistically
convinces audiences he is an industry expert, government official or new "consultant". Harry will
create for you the deliciously believable "imposter/expert" of your choice that will have everyone
completely fooled until they are roaring with laughter!  [morelink]

Sample Characters from Harry's Customized Corporate Put-ons include:

The Frugal Economist
India China Expert
Political Spin Doctor
Technology Expert/Futurist
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Cyber Security Expert
Health Care Expert
Insurance Industry Expert
Education Expert
Real Estate Expert
Banking/Financial Expert
Legal Expert
Construction Industry Expert
Food Industry Expert
Environmental Expert
Credit Card Expert

Character samples: [morelink]

Additional Services:

Conference Video Summation
Harry videotapes the entire conference and injects humor and warmth into a highlight reel to
help close the event with an incredible bang.

Emcee & Stand-Up
Harry keepsit light and moving, and as with everything he does, he customizes like crazy.

The Ultimate Tribute Video
It is essentially a humorous (but  moving) tribute to your company or association. This is filmed
BEFORE the event, and it's an incredible way to celebrate your company's history or honor an
individual.

Video Interviews
Filmed at the conference, he asks carefully scripted questions to six-eight atttendees, officers,
et al. and edits the responses to make a hilarious video.

For more information, fees & booking corporate impostor Harry Freedman contact us.
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